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ABSTRACT

High ice water content (IWC) regions in mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are a potential threat to commercial aviation, as they are suspected to cause in-service engine power-loss events and air data probe malfunctions. To investigate this, the high-altitude ice crystals (HAIC)/high ice water content (HIWC) projects set up a first field campaign in Darwin (Australia) in 2014. The airborne instrumentation was selected to provide the most accurate measurements of both the bulk total water content (TWC), using a specially developed isokinetic evaporator, and the individual ice crystals properties, using particle imaging probes.

This study focuses on determining the size ranges of ice crystals responsible for the mass in high IWC regions, defined here as cloud regions with IWC greater than 1.5 g m⁻³. It is shown that for high IWC areas in most of the encountered MCSs, median mass diameters (MMDs) of ice crystals range from 250 to 500 μm and decrease with increasing TWC and decreasing temperature. At the same time, the mass contribution of the smallest crystals (below 100 μm) remains generally low (below 15%).

In contrast, data from two flight missions in a long-lasting quasi-stationary tropical storm reveal that high IWC values can also be associated with MMDs in the range 400–800 μm and peak values of up to 2 mm. Ice crystal images suggest a major growth contribution by vapor deposition (columns, capped columns) even for such larger MMD values.

1 Introduction

Reports from pilots of in-service engine ice crystal icing events encountered by commercial aircraft flying close to deep convective clouds highlight the need to gather more quantitative information about ice particle properties in mesoscale convective systems (MCSs). The ingestion of large mass concentrations of ice crystals is indeed suspected to cause jet engine power-loss events (Lawson et al. 1998; Mason et al. 2006). Mason et al. (2006) also contended that supercooled liquid water was not required for ice crystal icing, and that events occurred in areas dominated by small ice crystals due to the pilot’s “low” radar reflectivity, which was typically a “green” return (approximately 20–30 dBZ) or no return (less than approximately 20 dBZ) during events. However, the occurrence of such areas with high concentrations of ice crystals, as well as the corresponding ice crystal properties and formation processes in high ice water content (IWC) cloud regions, remains poorly documented.

In situ investigation of the microphysical properties of MCSs and in particular of potential high IWC areas is a significant challenge. First, specific operational procedures have to be put in place to ensure the safety of...
the flight, as aircraft operation near convective cores could cause potential damage to the airplane. Second, in earlier research programs investigating deep convective ice clouds, the airborne instrumentation may have suffered from insufficiently accurate reference measurements of high bulk IWC values and individual ice crystal properties throughout the complete range of possible sizes. Third, focusing on regions of the highest IWC values in MCS clouds and gathering enough data for determining total water content (TWC) has not been a priority in past research programs. Indeed, during the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX; McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1996), the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; Heymsfield et al. 2002), the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA; Bouniol et al. 2010) and the Stratospheric-Tropospheric Analyses of Regional Transport 2008 (START08; Diao et al. 2013, 2015) campaigns, bulk measurements of (high) IWC in tropical anvils were not available. IWC values were mostly estimated/derived from particle imagery. For example, Mitchell et al. (2011) also derived IWC from particle imagery with maximum values of 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\) for the few cirrus clouds sampled during the Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC). Recently, Krämer et al. (2016) gathered data from 17 different field campaigns related to cirrus clouds but obtained only a few data values close to 1 g m\(^{-3}\). Heymsfield et al. (2002) derived IWC from TRMM data and found that most of the IWC ranged between 0.1 and 0.5 g m\(^{-3}\).

Indeed, reports of high TWC/IWC are mainly related to measurements close to active convective cells. McFarquhar and Heymsfield (1996, p. 2409) documented “extremely high IWC (1 g m\(^{-3}\)) near the convection” in the CEPEX database. Heymsfield et al. (2004, p. 986) reported that “exceptionally large IWCs of nearly 1 g m\(^{-3}\) were measured near the tops of the layers” during two spiral descents performed in convectively generated cirrus anvils during the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers–Florida-Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE). Larger values were found by McFarquhar et al. (2007) during the Bow Echo and Mesoscale Convective Vortex Experiment (BAMEX) field campaign, when computing the total mass content (TMC) from particle size measurements and reflectivities. Values reached 2.8 g m\(^{-3}\) during some spiral descents at the rear of convective lines. Other observations of occasional high IWC values (1 g m\(^{-3}\) and more) can be found (i) in Lawson et al. (1998) during the Cooperative Convective Precipitation Experiment (CCOPE) and CEPEX campaigns; (ii) in Lawson et al. (2010) during Tropical Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling (TC4) and NASA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (NAMMA) campaigns; and (iii) in Fontaine et al. (2014) for the Megha-Tropiques campaigns in Niger in 2010 and in the Maldives 2011. The IWC values of these studies were obtained by integrating particle size distributions derived from optical array probe imagery, sometimes combined with radar reflectivities, and also during TC4 using a counterflow virtual impactor (CVI); however, this probe is not suitable for studying high IWC, as the CVI saturated at IWC is larger than about 0.5 g m\(^{-3}\) (Lawson et al. 2010).

The multiyear international high-altitude ice crystals (Dezitter et al. 2013)/high ice water content (Strapp et al. 2016a) (HAIC/HIWC) field project was primarily designed to collect statistics on the levels of TWC and ice crystal sizes in high IWC regions of MCS convection to support the assessment of a new ice crystal icing certification envelope for ice crystals (Federal Aviation Administration NPRM 10–10 Appendix D; European Space Agency NPA 2011–03 Appendix P) and to provide data to advance scientific understanding of the high ice water content (high IWC) environment. Direct bulk IWC measurements were provided by the isokinetic evaporator probe (IKP2; Davison et al. 2016; Strapp et al. 2016b) that was specially designed for high IWC measurements.

The first flight campaign was conducted out of Darwin, Australia, in 2014. The Service des Avions Français Instrumentés pour la Recherche en Environnement (SAFIRE\(^1\)) Falcon 20 research aircraft was used to make in situ and remote measurements of the properties of oceanic MCSs, mostly at high altitudes. High IWC values were encountered during multiple flights with a maximum 5-s averaged value of 3.7 g m\(^{-3}\). If we define for this study high IWC as measurements of bulk IWC values larger than 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\), then the HAIC/HIWC dataset contains 2430 data points, with a duration of 5 s (~3 h, 20 min of flight), meeting this condition, providing a unique opportunity to investigate the properties of ice crystals in such regions.

This article focuses on ice particle size distributions (PSDs) and median mass diameters (MMDs) computed from optical array probe (OAP) images collected in those high IWC regions. A brief description of the 2014 HAIC/HIWC field campaign, the instrumental payload, and the processing of OAP images is given in the next section. The scientific results are then

presented in sections 3 and 4. The main conclusions are detailed in the last section.

2. The HAIC/HIWC dataset

a. The Darwin field campaign

1) OVERVIEW OF FLIGHTS AND SAMPLED CONDITIONS

The first international HAIC/HIWC field campaign took place in Darwin in 2014 during the monsoon season. Flight plans followed recommendations of the Engine Harmonization Working Group (EHWG), composed of engine manufacturers, airframers, aviation regulators, and government research agencies specially tasked to investigate weather-related engine events. The flight plans were based on the analysis of an engine power-loss event database and are described in detail in Strapp et al. (2016a). Main targets were MCSs with cloud anvils larger than 100 n mi (roughly 185 km) in horizontal extension, with a priority given to clouds forming over the ocean, but also with consideration for gathering similar data over land. Flight patterns favor long legs at constant altitude, similar to what would be flown by a commercial pilot, avoiding red echoes on the pilot’s radar at flight level but trying to match engine event conditions by flying next to but at a safe distance from areas with overshooting tops and areas of heavy precipitation below the aircraft—and if possible, intercepting updrafts and active convective cells.

Table 1 provides a quick overview of the campaign that started mid-January and lasted until the beginning of March. Twenty-three flights were performed with the French Falcon 20 aircraft. Flights 1, 5, and 21 were calibration flights mostly in clear sky and flights 11, 17, and 20 were transit flights returning from a scientific mission after refueling at another airport but still operating the cloud instrumentation in case interesting conditions were found. In the remaining flights, oceanic convection was primarily sampled, off the coast of Broome or Darwin, in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf, and in the Gulf of Carpentaria. As Darwin is UTC + 9 h, 30 min, a 2000 UTC takeoff corresponded to 0530 local time (LT); the peak in oceanic convection is known to occur between 0300 to 0600 LT in the Darwin area (Protat et al. 2014). The EHWG recommended organization of the data collection at discrete temperature intervals from $-10^\circ$C to $-50^\circ$C. During the Darwin flight program, the Falcon 20 mainly operated at the $-40^\circ$C and $-30^\circ$C levels and to a lesser extent at $-50^\circ$C and $-15^\circ$C. A study of the satellite imagery (not shown here) revealed that the sampled MCSs always lasted more than 10 h.

Darwin’s monsoon is modulated by the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian 1972),
which is monitored by the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) through the Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM1 and RRM2) indices (Wheeler and Hendon 2004). The evolution of RMM1 and RRM2 indices during January and February 2014 are displayed in Fig. 1, where red diamonds highlight days on which flights were performed (corresponding flight numbers appear in red). Figure 1 shows that more than half of the Darwin flights (13 out of 23) were made in phase 5 or 6, which corresponds to favorable conditions for convection over the northern part of Australia according to Protat et al. (2014). Six flights were made during weak MJO conditions, which still favor oceanic convection close to Darwin. The last four flights during MJO phase 7 favor convection over the eastern portion of Australia but with rainfall rates and frequency in Darwin still close to their climatological averages. Overall, the 17 cloud measurement flights of the Darwin HAIC campaign sampled MCSs linked to mostly favorable convective conditions but associated with different MJO phases.

2) AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTATION

The research aircraft was equipped with a state-of-the-art in situ microphysics package, including a cloud droplet probe (CDP-2; Lance et al. 2010), a 2D-stereo probe (2D-S; Lawson et al. 2006), and a precipitation imaging probe (PIP; Baumgardner et al. 2011). The CDP-2 provides droplet size distributions in the 2–50-μm range, whereas the 2D-S and PIP capture particle images in the range of 10–1280 and 100–6400 μm, respectively, with resolutions of 10 μm (2D-S) and 100 μm (for PIP). Bulk TWCs were provided by both a Science Engineering Associates (SEA) Robust probe (Strapp et al. 2008; Grandin et al. 2014) and an IKP2 (Davison et al. 2016; Strapp et al. 2016b). In addition to the CDP-2, SEA liquid water content (LWC) sensors and a Rosemount Ice Detector (RICE; Baumgardner and Rodi 1989; Claffey et al. 1995; Cober et al. 2001) were installed to detect supercooled liquid water areas. Finally, a sophisticated cloud research radar (a multi-beam 95-GHz Doppler radar; Protat et al. 2009) provided 3D high-resolution characterization of the dynamical and retrieved microphysical properties of ice clouds. The next section gives some insights into the data postprocessing.

b. IWC measurements

1) IKP2 PROBE AND DATA PROCESSING

The IKP2 probe is a downsized version of a prototype isokinetic evaporator designed especially to make measurements in the high IWC/high speed/high-altitude environment up to at least 10 g m$^{-3}$ at 200 ms$^{-1}$ with a target accuracy of 20% (Davison et al. 2008). The probe measures total condensed water content and is close to a first-principles method due to the simple method of operation, the lack of empirical estimation, and the direct measurement of humidity to provide TWC. The instrument is mounted under the wing with an inlet well ahead of the wing leading edge, and it nearly isokinetically samples a 7-mm-diameter stream of liquid and ice particles without significant mass loss. The probe then evaporates all condensed water (solid, liquid) and subsequently measures the total water vapor before the air exits the probe. The total condensed water content is then found by subtracting the background water vapor in the air from the probe total water vapor measurement.

The development of the instrument and the uncertainties on the TWC measurements are described in Davison et al. (2016) and Strapp et al. (2016b). Davison et al. (2016) estimated from fluid dynamic simulations that capture efficiencies are larger than 99% for particles larger than 24 μm at sea level and larger than 15 μm at 12-km height. A large effort was expended to test the probe in wind tunnels to ensure reliable operation without saturation at high IWC, a problem that has been observed in other evaporators, such as the counterflow virtual impactor. Uncertainties in the IKP2 data processing mainly stem from estimating the background water vapor content, which leads to relatively small errors at colder temperatures but increasingly large errors.
at warmer temperatures that currently limit the practical use of the probe in a tropical turbulent environment to about 0°C or colder. The system error analysis of Davison et al. (2016) predicts the target 20% accuracy for TWC values larger than 0.25 g m⁻³ and temperatures colder than −10°C. Errors reduce quickly with decreasing temperature and increasing IWC due to the decreasing importance of background water vapor, dropping to 3%–5% for TWC values larger than 0.5 g m⁻³ at −20°C. Strapp et al. 2016b presented comparisons of the IKP2 LWC and IWC to tunnel reference values, which in themselves are derived from instruments such as hot wires or bulk collectors and are thus subject to their own errors. Overall, comparisons support the IKP2 target accuracy of 20% or better, with the larger errors associated with the tunnel bulk collection IWC reference, which uses an ice capture cylinder method that is not well established or documented and was highly suspected to be subject to underestimation. During the Darwin experiment, an additional uncertainty was identified. Because of contamination of the background water vapor measurement by wetting in rain and by ice crystal injection, it was necessary to assume that in-cloud humidity was at ice saturation, an additional factor that is currently believed to lead to uncertainties of the order of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 g m⁻³ at −10°C, −30°C, and −40°C, respectively.

Table 1 gives the 5-s peak TWC values recorded by the IKP2 for each flight, when the aircraft was flying at a constant level as called for in the flight plans. Excluding calibration flights in clear sky, the 1.5 g m⁻³ threshold (which will be used later in this work to focus on high IWC areas) was reached in 16 flights of the 21 remaining. Setting a maximum threshold of 1.5 g m⁻³ excludes only flight 7 and transit flights 11, 17, and 20 from the analysis. The maximum 5-s TWC value reaches 3.7 g m⁻³ for flight 13.

2) REMOVAL OF MIXED-PHASE CLOUD AND SUPERCOOLED LIQUID WATER CASES

As supercooled liquid water is known to exist up to temperatures as cold as −40°C (Sassen and Dodd 1988; Heymsfield and Miloshevich 1993; Heymsfield et al. 2005; Rosenfeld and Woodley 2000), the presence of supercooled liquid water has to be identified and removed from the dataset, in order to focus on entirely glaciated cases for which the TWC from the IKP can be solely attributed to IWC.

The occurrence of liquid water in the dataset has been studied by combining the measurements from the CDP-2, RICE, and the 2D-S. Unfortunately, given the low levels of LWC observed, the SEA LWC sensor was unable to be used to estimate LWC due to the relatively high levels of false response to ice crystals in the high IWC regions. Thus, for supercooled water droplet identification, the first stage consists of analyzing the CDP-2 number concentration, as droplet concentration is in general orders of magnitude higher than ice crystal concentration. All cases with CDP-2 total concentrations exceeding 10 cm⁻³ were studied, a threshold about 10 times lower than typical droplet concentrations (e.g., Rosenfeld and Woodley (2000)). For each of these cases, any noticeable change in the RICE frequency is considered proof of liquid water. In addition, in the case of no RICE response, a comparison between the CDP-2 and 2D-S was performed. With its 10-µm resolution, even a 50-µm droplet will result only in a 5' × 5' pixel image and thus the shape of the 2D-S images cannot help distinguish between liquid and ice particles. However, 2D-S number concentrations in the first five bins can confirm CDP-2 measurements. Good agreement in the CDP-2 and 2D-S PSDs (in terms of PSD shape and values) supports the presence of a liquid-dominated cloud, whereas a more flattened CDP-2 particle spectrum relative to the 2D-S spectrum is indicative of an ice cloud with a false CDP-2 response to ice crystals. Further details are given in the appendix.

In the Darwin dataset, the CDP-2 just occasionally exceeded 1–10 cm⁻³ in number concentration, leading to only a few possible cases to study. Combining information from the RICE and the 2D-S for all those cases leads to the identification of only a few events of supercooled LWC, representing less than 3 min of the entire dataset. These events have been excluded from the analysis presented here. Thus, TWC measurements from the IKP2 are almost exclusively composed of IWC, as best as can be determined by the detection levels of the instruments.

c. PSD and MMD retrievals from OAP images

1) PARTICLE SIZE DEFINITION

Various size parameters have been defined in the literature to define the size of an ice crystal OAP 2D image. In this study, the 2D area-equivalent diameter $D_{eq}$, defined as the diameter of a circle of the same area as the 2D particle image, has been chosen,

$$D_{eq} = \sqrt{\frac{4S}{\pi}},$$

where $S$ is the total area of shadowed pixels.

The 2D area-equivalent diameter was chosen due to its unambiguous definition, where other definitions, such as “maximum diameter” $D_{max}$, can differ from one study to another. For example, McFarquhar and
Heymsfield (1996) defined the $D_{\text{max}}$ as the largest dimension along the main flow ($l_x$) or the length along the photodiode array ($l_y$), whichever was larger. Heymsfield et al. (2013, p. 4124) chose “the smallest diameter of a circle that fully encloses the projected 2D image.” The $D_{\text{max}}$ in Korolev and Isaac (2003) was calculated as the maximum $D_x$ among all possible orientations of the recorded 2D image, where $D_x$ is the particle size along the photodiode array. Wu and McFarquhar (2016) recently compared different $D_{\text{max}}$ definitions and demonstrated that number concentrations can differ by up to a factor of 6 for particles smaller than 200 $\mu$m or larger than 2 mm, with IWCs varying by up to a factor of 3.

Moreover, King (1986) demonstrated that the flow features around the aircraft can lead to a preferential crystal orientation of recorded images; thus, $l_x$ and $l_y$ dimensions could be biased, especially when sampling high eccentricity images such as columns. Compared to $l_x$ and $l_y$, the $D_{\text{eq}}$ definition is less impacted by a preferential crystal orientation.

Finally, particle images truncated on either or both edges of the diode array have been processed according to Korolev and Sussman (2000) in order to retrieve “reconstructed” full-image sizes. This method applies an algorithm based on a circular image in order to reconstruct/compute the “true” particle dimension of truncated images. Using $D_{\text{eq}}$ instead of $D_{\text{max}}$ enhances consistency between the retrieved size of complete and truncated images. Also, from $\text{MMD}_{\text{max}}/\text{MMD}_{\text{eq}}$ comparisons, Leroy et al. (2016) suggested that the Korolev and Sussman (2000) reconstruction method in general leads to a more substantial underestimation of $D_{\text{max}}$ relative to $D_{\text{eq}}$.

2) PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION RETRIEVAL

The postprocessing applied to the HAIC/HIWC image dataset treats all major artifacts observed in OAP sampling. Details can be found in Leroy et al. (2016) and only the key processing steps are reviewed below.

Removal of noisy pixels has been performed according to Lawson (2011), even though this phenomenon is rare in the HAIC dataset, and the sizes of out-of-focus particles are corrected according to Korolev (2007). The most recently available antishattering tips were employed to greatly reduce the number of shattering and splashing events (Korolev et al. 2013). An analysis of particle interarrival times is used to further remove the remaining events (Field et al. 2006; Baker et al. 2009; Lawson 2011; Korolev and Field 2015). The interarrival time distribution is computed every 1 s and is used to determine the cutoff time that is subsequently applied to separate natural particles from shattered ones.

The PSD computation requires both the individual bin counts and the sample volume (SV) of the probe, which is the product of the sample area (SA), true airspeed (TAS), and sample time (Heymsfield and Parrish 1978),

$$\text{SV} = \text{SA} \times \text{TAS} \times dt. \quad (2)$$

Sample time excludes overload time, that is, the time when the probe is not able to record images due to the unloading particle images data. Overload times are directly recorded by the 2D-S probe, whereas the PIP overload time fraction is estimated by computing the ratio of the number of recorded images to the total number of particles crossing the laser beam (the latter being an independent measurement of the PIP not subject to overload).

To compute the SA, the depth of field (DOF) and the effective beamwidth $W$ are needed, and both are size dependent (e.g., Brenguier et al. 2013),

$$\text{SA} = \text{DOF} \times W \quad (3)$$

The depth of field is computed according to each probe manufacturer’s definition (SPEC 2011; DMT 2009). When taking into account complete plus truncated images, the effective array width is defined as

$$W = (N_{\text{PH}} + N_y - 1)\Delta x, \quad (4)$$

where $N_{\text{PH}}$ is the number of photodiodes across the array, $\Delta x$ is the probe’s pixel size resolution, and $N_y$ is the number of shaded pixels along the photodiode array direction.

The PSDs from the 2D-S and the PIP are merged into a composite particle size distribution ranging from 10 $\mu$m up to 12.8 mm at a 5-s time resolution. The 2D-S data are used below 800 $\mu$m, the PIP above 1200 $\mu$m and complementary linear weights for both probes are applied over the range of 800–1200 $\mu$m.

3) MASS–SIZE RELATIONSHIP AND MMD COMPUTATION

To convert PSD number concentrations into mass–size distributions, mass–size relationships are commonly applied. Then, the MMDs are deduced from the mass distributions. The MMD is the size in the mass distribution at which 50% of the ice mass is contained in smaller particles and 50% in larger particles.

Mass–size relationships are usually represented as a power-law relationship, $m = aD^b$. Erfani and Mitchell (2016) recently proposed polynomial curve fits in the form of $\ln m = a_0 + a_1\ln D + a_2(\ln D)^2$, but they also demonstrated how to convert this expression to a
simpler power law for application in cloud microphysical schemes and how to compare other power-law mass–size relationships that are common in the literature (Locatelli and Hobbs 1974; Brown and Francis 1995; Mitchell 1996; McFarquhar et al. 2007; Fontaine et al. 2014; Heymsfield et al. 2010; Cotton et al. 2013). Individual power-law mass relationships are often established for different crystal types (or shapes) present in the atmosphere; although in practice, single relationships with constant values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are commonly used for all ice crystal data of an entire flight, regardless of crystal type.

Leroy et al. (2016) tested the sensitivity of the MMD to the chosen mass–size relationship and demonstrated that MMDs are very sensitive to the value of the \( \beta \) parameter. Therefore, the value of the \( \beta \) exponent should be determined with caution. In this regard, Leroy et al. (2016) proposed a method to deduce \( \beta \) from the projected area–size and perimeter–size relationships that can be directly deduced from the OAP images. The \( \beta \) parameter is thus no longer constant but varies in time according to the particle morphological information extracted from the OAP images. Leroy et al. (2016) illustrated that this method interestingly led to MMD values that were rather similar for various initial size definitions (\( D_{\text{max}}, D_{\text{eq}}, \) and others), which was not necessarily the case when using constant values for \( \beta \) from the literature. For this reason, the time-dependent retrieval of the \( \beta \) exponent from Leroy et al. (2016) was adopted for this study. Then, the TWC measurements from IKP2 are used to constrain the prefactor \( \alpha \),

\[
\int_0^\infty N(D) \alpha D^\beta dD = \text{TWC}.
\]

Apart from the mass–size relationship, MMDs are mainly controlled by the PSDs themselves. Sensitivity studies demonstrate that the MMD value is relatively insensitive to even very large increases in the concentrations of the smallest particle sizes (e.g., below 50 \( \mu m \)). In contrast, MMDs are much more sensitive to the slope of the tail of the PSD. We estimate that the mean MMD error of this study due to the choice of the image analysis method is less than 5\%, corresponding to a mean absolute error of roughly 30 \( \mu m \) on average MMD values of roughly 600 \( \mu m \).

3. Detailed analysis of high IWC regions in two contrasting flights

From the entire HAIC/HIWC dataset, flights 13 (on 3 February) and 16 (on 7 February) were selected to first present two contrasting examples of the first detailed analysis of the MMDs and PSDs in high IWC regions. A more statistical analysis of the whole dataset will be presented in section 4 of this study.

a. Synoptic situation

Figure 2 presents the analysis charts from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology describing the synoptic situations corresponding to flights 13 and 16. For both cases, two lows are present on the northern part of Australia, one close the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf (southwest of Darwin) and the other one located over the Gulf of Carpentaria (east of Darwin). Both low pressure systems have a minimum pressure close to 994 hPa; however, the horizontal pressure gradient is much higher in flight 13 than in flight 16.

The Multifunctional Transport Satellite (MTSAT) infrared brightness temperatures observed during the flight missions are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2. From the analysis of the MTSAT images, the scale of the MCS cloud shield is estimated to be about 650 km for flight 16, which is approximately 100 km larger than for flight 13, and the convective activity appears to last almost 14 h during flight 13, which is roughly 1.75 times longer than for flight 16. In fact, the same MCS observed during flight 13 was sampled earlier in the day during flight 12. Flight 12 had been performed in the postmaturing stage and even the decaying stage of the storm, and a significant flare-up after the first landing led to the launch for flight 13.

According to flight reports, cloud passes for flights 12 and 13 were characterized by low turbulence, low lightning activity, and high IWC. Maximum 5-s averaged IWC reached 3.5 g m\(^{-3}\) during flight 12 (cf. Table 1) and sustained high IWC areas were sampled again during flight 13, with peak 5-s values exceeding 3.5 g m\(^{-3}\), as can be seen in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2, showing IKP2 TWC measurements during flight 13.

For flight 16, continuous convection had been observed overnight near the low-level center, with cloud tops reaching –90°C with little lightning activity. The convective area sampled during flight 16 was at a mature stage but with lightning starting to decay. The TWC showed sustained periods of high IWC with peak values larger than 2.5 g m\(^{-3}\) (see lower-right panel of Fig. 2). Toward the end of the flight the MCS collapsed.

On the one hand, oceanic MCSs sampled during flight missions 13 and 16 have some similarities: both were associated with a low pressure system and both were made during an active stage of the cloud life cycle with high peak and sustained values in IWC. On the other
hand, synoptic conditions differ somewhat, with the MJO phase analysis classifying flight 13 as having MJO phase 7 conditions and flight 16 as having weak MJO conditions (cf. Fig. 1). However, the main difference is found in the lifetimes of the MCSs. Like most of the Darwin flights, the flight 16 MCS fits the typical early morning oceanic convective case described by Protat et al. (2014) with peak convective activity during the night and subsequent morning system decay. In contrast, the MCS sampled during flights 12 and 13 is more unusual in the sense that convection reactivated in the morning instead of collapsing. No other MCS sampled during the Darwin campaign exhibited such behavior.

b. Characteristics of high IWC regions

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the time evolution of TWC (blue line) and MMD_{eq} (black line) for selected flight sequences of flights 13 and 16, respectively, near the −40°C level for both flights. In addition to MMD_{eq} and in order to investigate the relative contribution of the smallest and largest ice crystals to the
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Hydrometeor mass, the $D_{eq}$ crystal diameters corresponding to the 15th and 85th percentiles of the total water content (denoted 15% MD$_{eq}$ and 85% MD$_{eq}$, respectively) have been computed and are displayed in both figures. The resulting gray shaded areas delineating the size range of particles between 15% MD$_{eq}$ and 85% MD$_{eq}$ thus account for 70% of the total mass.

For both flights, two regions of sustained TWC larger than 1.5 g m$^{-3}$ are highlighted by red rectangles. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that areas of sustained high TWC (all ice) beyond 1.5 g m$^{-3}$ are longer lasting for flight 16 (roughly 5 min, or approximately 55 km) than for flight 13 (roughly 3 min, or 35 km).

For flight 13 (cf. Fig. 3), MMD$_{eq}$, 15% MD$_{eq}$, and 85% MD$_{eq}$ all increase when entering a high IWC area relative to the surrounding lower IWC areas. While typical MMD$_{eq}$ values are between 300 and 500 $\mu$m outside the high IWC regions, they increase to roughly

![Fig. 3](image1.png)

**FIG. 3.** Example of high IWC areas (red boxes) sampled during flight 13 close to $-37^\circ$C. The blue line represents the time evolution of the TWC measured with the IKP2. The MMD$_{eq}$ values appear as a black line, and the gray area spans between the 15% and 85% MD$_{eq}$.
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**FIG. 4.** Example of high IWC areas (red boxes) sampled during flight 16 close to $-37^\circ$C. The blue line represents the time evolution of the TWC measured with the IKP2. The MMD$_{eq}$ values appear as a black line, and the gray area ranges between the 15% and 85% MD$_{eq}$.
500–700 \text{\textmu}m inside. In contrast, during flight 16 (cf. Fig. 4) within a more classical oceanic MCS, MMD_{eq} values are mostly greater than 500 \text{\textmu}m outside the high IWC areas and clearly decrease to less than 500 \text{\textmu}m when TWC exceeds 1.5 g m^{-3}. Moreover, the span between 15\% MDeq and 85\% MDeq is significantly reduced, with a large decrease in 85\%MD_{eq} from greater than 1–1.5 mm outside to roughly 700 \text{\textmu}m inside the high IWC area. Overall, high IWC areas sampled during flights 13 and 16 have clearly different microphysical characteristics relative to their surrounding areas. These two example flights exhibit opposite behavior of crystal sizes decreasing with increasing TWC for flight 16, while increasing for flight 13.

Figure 5 shows the mean particle number and mass–size distributions for the four high IWC regions from Figs. 3 and 4 (red rectangles). Number PSDs and mass–size distributions are colored in blue for flight 16 and in orange/red for flight 13. Concentrations of particles smaller than 300 \text{\textmu}m are almost one order of magnitude smaller for flight 16 than for flight 13 and in orange/red for flight 13. Concentrations of particles smaller than 300 \text{\textmu}m are almost one order of magnitude smaller for flight 13 than for flight 16. Consequently, the bin mass concentrations for particles smaller than 300 \text{\textmu}m are also roughly one order of magnitude smaller. The mass size distribution also show distinct diameter modes centered around 300 \text{\textmu}m and close to 500 \text{\textmu}m for flights 16 and 13, respectively.

This brief analysis of only four high IWC regions from the flight program demonstrates that the microphysical characteristics of high IWC areas can be quite different from one convective system to another one. Some high IWC regions contain rather small ice crystals, whereas others can contain relatively large ones. The next section summarizes the overall HAIC/HIWC dataset in order to produce statistically significant results on the ice crystal characteristics in high IWC regions with TWC larger than 1.5 g m^{-3}.

4. General analysis of high IWC regions

a. Median mass diameters

Figure 6 displays MMD_{eq} as a function of TWC for each flight of the Darwin campaign. Data were first sorted into 0.5 g m^{-3} TWC bins centered on 0.5, 1, 1.5 g m^{-3}, etc., up to 3 g m^{-3}. Then for each TWC bin, average MMD_{eq} and temperature values were computed only if the number of available data points (5-s average) exceeds 20. Calibration flights 1, 5, and 21 were excluded along with transit flight 11, which had a maximum 5-s TWC of only 0.1 g m^{-3} (cf. Table 1). Transit flight 17 produced only one data point in the 0.5 g m^{-3} bin.

Flights 13 and 16, detailed in the previous section, appear in black and olive green, respectively. Figure 6 reveals that the large majority of flights follow a trend similar to flight 16: averaged MMDs tend to slightly decrease with increasing TWC. For TWC larger than 1.75 g m^{-3} (i.e., TWC classes centered on 2 and 2.5 g m^{-3}) mean MMD_{eq} values range between 325 and 475 \text{\textmu}m for most flights, and only flights 12 and 13 contain significantly higher mean MMD_{eq} values exceeding 600 \text{\textmu}m. Flight 12, performed in the same MCS as flight 13, shows the same trend of increasing mean MMD_{eq} with increasing TWC. This convective storm, sampled twice during flights 12 and 13, clearly reveals different microphysical characteristics relative to almost all other flights.

If we temporarily exclude flights 12 and 13, then a temperature dependency of the MMD_{eq} values is visible in Fig. 6. Samples at a mean temperature between −35°C and −45°C in dark blue are associated with smaller
MMDeq values: flights 2, 8, and 14, providing measurements at a mean temperature colder than \(-35^\circ C\), are associated with average MMDeq values lower than 450 \(\mu m\). In the temperature range of \(-35^\circ C\) to \(-25^\circ C\), MMDeq values tend to increase with increasing temperature, and are in the range of 400–750 \(\mu m\) for TWC values in the 2.5 and 0.5 \(g m^{-3}\) bins. Data points at temperatures warmer than \(-25^\circ C\) are associated with MMDeq values larger than 550 \(\mu m\). Flight 23, which is the only flight providing data close to the \(-10^\circ C\) level (cf. Table 1), reveals the largest MMDeq values for all TWC ranges (excluding flights 12 and 13). Thus, for most of the dataset, the general trend is that smaller MMDeq values are associated with colder temperatures.

b. 15th and 85th percentiles

To identify the range of sizes that contributes most to the total mass, in Fig. 7 the 15\% MDeq (top) and 85\% MDeq (bottom) are added. One major result from Fig. 7 (top) is that for all data points with TWC exceeding 1.5 \(g m^{-3}\), the corresponding 15\% percentile mass diameter (15\% MDeq) is always larger than 100 \(\mu m\). In other words, the contribution of ice crystals smaller than 100 \(\mu m\) to the total ice mass is less than 15\%, even for high IWC values beyond 2 \(g m^{-3}\).

Considering the flights collectively, 15\% MDeq ranges between 100 and 450 \(\mu m\), whereas 85\% MDeq is more widely spread with values spanning from 600 \(\mu m\) to 2 mm. For the majority of the flights (excluding the black lines of flights 12 and 13), Fig. 7 reveals that both 15\% MDeq and 85\% MDeq slightly decreases with increasing TWC, indicating a progressively larger contribution of small ice crystals to IWC with increasing IWC. The figure also reveals a narrowing of the range of sizes comprising the mass with increasing IWC. For example, for a TWC close to 1 \(g m^{-3}\), 15\% MDeq and 85\% MDeq span between approximately 150–400 \(\mu m\) and 650 \(\mu m\)–2 mm, respectively, whereas the corresponding spans at 2 \(g m^{-3}\) are approximately 175–275 \(\mu m\) and 600 \(\mu m\)–1.2 mm, respectively.

In addition, the temperature (altitude) sensitivity of the mass distribution in the smaller crystal sizes is noticeable in the 15\% MDeq plot (top). As in Fig. 6, and again excluding flights 12 and 13, blue points correspond to the coldest temperatures and are associated with the smallest 15\% MDeq values, whereas the largest 15\% MDeq values are associated with the orange and red colors, corresponding to temperatures warmer than \(-25^\circ C\). The correlation of the 85\% MDeq with temperature is less clear: the largest values are still obtained for the \(-210^\circ C\) temperature range; however, the smallest values appear to be most frequently at temperatures close to either \(-30^\circ C\) or \(-40^\circ C\).

Finally, Fig. 7 confirms the quite different nature of flights 12 and 13. For these two flights, the behavior of both the 15\% MDeq and 85\% MDeq as a function of TWC follows the opposite trend, with increasing 15\% MDeq and 85\% MDeq as TWC increases.

c. Discussion

1) MCS OF FLIGHTS 12 AND 13

The MCS sampled twice on the same local day between 2 and 3 February (during flights 12 and 13) shows
different ice particle microphysical properties relative to all the other MCS sampled during the first HAIC/HIWC field campaign, in spite of the fact that the large-scale synoptic conditions described in section 3a were similar. Indeed, as was shown for flights 12 and 13:

- The MCSs of flights 7 and 8 developed during MJO phase 7 (see Fig. 1).
- The MCS of flight 16 MCS was also associated with a low pressure system.
- Finally, the MCSs sampled during flights 6 and 8 also developed in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf.

As mentioned earlier in section 3a, one feature specific to the MCSs of flights 12 and 13 is time duration. As reported in the mission day’s summaries and according to satellite images, a significant reintensification occurred after flight 12, leading to the subsequent launch of flight 13. This is the only case in the Darwin campaign with sufficient daytime duration to permit two distinct flights in the same MCS.

Concerning the MCS microphysics, Fig. 8 illustrates 2D-S images of particles larger than 300 μm. Most of these particles are clearly elongated, resembling large columnar crystals and capped columns. Images showing aggregates of pristine ice particles are rare. Also images of quasi-round particles are observed, bearing in mind that 2D projections of capped columns and large columns may result in such images. These dominant pristine shapes clearly illustrate that vapor deposition is the dominant growth mechanism of these crystals.
Analysis of the onboard Radar System Airborne (RASTA) cloud research radar (Protat et al. 2016) has revealed that high IWC regions are mostly found in and near convective cells. In the early stage of convection, ice crystals are created and subsequently start to grow. In highly supersaturated environments, nucleation (including secondary ice production) may produce high concentrations of small particles in these high IWC convective cells, helping to explain the MMD decrease with increasing IWC that is observed for most of the flights. Then, if convection regenerates, or is maintained over longer time periods in the cloud system, such as postulated for flights 12 and 13, ice crystals that were formed during the initial stage may be lifted up by the new updraft and continue to grow by vapor deposition. An alternate possibility is that convection was less vigorous in flight 13, allowing ice crystals that were formed close to $-10^\circ$C to stay longer at low levels and grow to larger sizes before being lifted to higher altitude. One may also speculate that aerosol loading might be different, as some aerosols have been scavenged by precipitation, possibly changing the number of ice nuclei (IN) available for nucleation, and thus the number and size of the ice crystal population. Thus, our main hypothesis to explain the increase of MMD with TWC is that this is a consequence of a longer-lasting growth of ice crystals by vapor deposition.

To summarize, flight-to-flight differences in the trends of ice crystal population MMDs in high IWC conditions at cold temperatures are potentially caused by different dynamical and microphysical histories of the sampled MCSs. Ice crystal MMDs decreasing with TWC could be very much related to updrafts with high vertical velocity and high supersaturation with respect to ice, whereas MMDs increasing with TWC could result from less intense updrafts that favor growth to larger sizes of ice crystals created at lower levels (e.g., close to $-10^\circ$C). Formation of fewer and thus larger new ice crystals might also be postulated later in the life cycle of a storm, if fewer IN are present, possibly due to scavenging by precipitation during a previous convective cycle. Cloud simulations with detailed microphysics models studying the histories of the ice crystals in high IWC regions may provide the best means in which to understand the differences of flights 12 and 13 MMDs versus the other flights.

2) LINKS BETWEEN THE 15%MD, 85%MD, AND THE MMD

Before the HAIC/HIWC campaign, there have been few reports in the literature describing the microphysical in situ properties of high IWC areas of cloud. The results of this study come from a large and unique dataset focused on sampling as close as possible to such areas in

![Fig. 8. Examples of 2D-S images collected in the two high IWC areas of flight 13 from Fig. 3. A random selection was performed among only the complete and valid images (shattering and splashing artifacts removed) of particles with sizes larger than 300 μm.](image-url)
deep convection. A statistical analysis of the median mass diameters of ice crystals in clouds is rather uncommon in the literature. However, Heymsfield (2003, hereafter H03) presented a study where MMD values were deduced from a dataset of airborne OAP measurements, with some flights performed in anvils and stratiform regions of tropical convection, and other flights in synoptically generated cloud layers and cirrus. H03 (p. 2577) used the “diameter of a circle that completely encloses the two-dimensional image of each particle” to characterize the size of the particle and found that the corresponding MMD values range from 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) to values as large as 4 mm. The corresponding range of MMDeq for the HAIC/HIWC dataset, for TWCs larger than 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\) and using the \( D_{eq} \) size definition, is from 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) up to 2.7 mm.

Comparing our results to those of H03 is not perfectly straightforward, as there are noticeable differences in both the OAP data processing and the MMD computation. Concerning the H03 PSD retrieval, the 2D probes were not equipped with antishattering tips, no filtering of the shattering artifacts was applied, and the treatment of out-of-focus particles was not detailed. Furthermore, H03 computed the ice mass using constant values for the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) parameters of the mass–size relationship \( m = \alpha D^\beta \) and a “maximum” diameter to define the particle size. Leroy et al. (2016) studied the MMD sensitivity with respect to the prefactor \( \alpha \), the exponent \( \beta \), and also the particle size definition itself. That study demonstrated that different assumed values of \( \beta \) and different size definitions could lead to significant changes in the computed MMD values. Since in this study we are calculating time-dependent values for \( \beta \), taking into account the ice crystal morphology, and since we are using the 2D area-equivalent diameter, our MMDeq values are therefore not directly comparable to those of H03. We simply note that each study reveals a similar range of MMD values from 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) up to a few millimeters in MMD.

However, H03 also found that the 15%MD and 85%MD could be estimated from linear calculations of approximately 0.5 and 1.5 times the MMD value, respectively. A similar analysis of this HAIC/HIWC dataset is summarized in Fig. 9 and Table 2 for comparison. Black lines in Fig. 9 represent relations of \( y = 0.5 \text{MMDeq} \) and \( y = 1.5 \text{MMDeq} \) in order to compare with H03 (cf. section 4c). Characteristics of the different fits through the origin are given in Table 2.

![Fig. 9. The 15%MD_{eq} (+) and 85%MD_{eq} (x) as a function of MMDeq. The color code indicates different temperatures with blue for colder conditions and orange and red for warmer conditions. (left) Includes all data points with TWC values (from the IKP2) larger than 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\), whereas (right) contains only data points with TWC larger than 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\). Results from flights 12 and 13 are circular symbols with a gray perimeter. The black lines represent relations of \( y = 0.5 \text{MMDeq} \) and \( y = 1.5 \text{MMDeq} \) in order to compare with H03 (cf. section 4c). Characteristics of the different fits through the origin are given in Table 2.](image-url)
TABLE 2. Characteristics of the fits through the origin for estimating the 15\%MD_{eq} and 85\%MD_{eq} from the MMD_{eq}. Best fits for the HAIC/HIWC dataset are compared with the slope given by H03 for two IKP2 TWC thresholds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TWC &gt; 0.1 g m(^{-3})</th>
<th>TWC &gt; 1.5 g m(^{-3})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>(R^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%MD_{eq}</td>
<td>HAIC/HIWC fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope from H03</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%MD_{eq}</td>
<td>HAIC/HIWC fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope from H03</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15\%MD_{eq} and 85\%MD_{eq} respectively. The left panel includes all data points with TWC larger than 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\), whereas the right panel is limited to data from high IWC regions with TWC values exceeding 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\).

For the HAIC/HIWC dataset, the 15\%MD_{eq} values are distributed along the 0.5MMD_{eq} line. The best-fit analyses for TWC thresholds of 0.1 and 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\) (left and right panels, respectively) yield slopes of 0.44 and 0.56, respectively, and coefficients of determination (\(r^2\)) of 0.92 and 0.97, respectively (cf. Table 2), whereas the H03 0.5MMD_{eq} fit passing through the origin would have given \(r^2\) values of 0.92 and 0.94, respectively. Thus, the H03 0.5MMD_{eq} line seems to be a reasonable proxy for the 15\%MD_{eq}. Figure 9 tends to show that this would lead to an overestimation of the 15\%MD_{eq} for large MMD_{eq} when applying the fit to the 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\) TWC threshold dataset.

For the 85\%MD_{eq}, the 1.5MMD_{eq} line in Fig. 9 seems to represent only an approximation of the lower limit of the 85\%MD_{eq} for MMD_{eq} below 1 mm. Then, for MMD_{eq} greater than 1 mm, the 1.5MMD_{eq} line clearly underestimates even the lower limit of the 85\%MD_{eq}.

These 85\%MD_{eq} results apply to the high IWC cloud regions (TWC > 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\)) as well as to the whole HAIC/HIWC dataset (TWC > 0.1 g m\(^{-3}\)). The best fit of the 85\%MD_{eq} data for thresholds of 0.1 and 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\) yields slopes of 2.1 and 2.0, respectively, and \(r^2\) values of 0.94 and 0.91 (cf. Table 2) respectively, whereas the H03 1.5MMD_{eq} fit would result in \(r^2\) values lower than 0.8. But, as previously mentioned, in the HAIC/HIWC dataset the 85\%MD_{eq} values are relatively for an average 15\%MD_{eq} and for a lower limit of the 85\%MD_{eq}, both of which are most applicable for MMD_{eq} lower than 1 mm and for all cloud regions, including high IWC areas. However, overall, a relationship of 2MMD_{eq} better estimates the 85\%MD_{eq} for all ranges of MMD_{eq} and TWC.

5. Conclusions

The first HAIC/HIWC field campaign out of Darwin, Australia, provided a unique opportunity to collect reliable microphysical data in high ice water content regions in tropical, mostly oceanic, mesoscale convective systems. The total water content measured by the IKP2 provided reference measurements, particularly for higher TWC and at high altitudes, where other technologies are known to saturate, operate outside of their calibrated range, or have larger uncertainties due to collection efficiency or other shortcomings. Airborne OAP recordings of individual ice crystal images provided detailed information on the hydrometeors in cloud. A careful analysis of the 2D-S and PIP OAP images provided composite PSDs as a function of time, from which MMDs were inferred. The analysis yielded the following series of common findings for high IWC cloud areas in most (excluding outlier flights 12 and 13) of the sampled MCSs:

- In high IWC areas, most of the 5-s (~1 km) median mass diameter MMD_{eq} values range between 250 and 500 \(\mu\)m between ~25\(^\circ\) and ~55\(^\circ\)C.
- MMD_{eq} decreases with (i) decreasing temperatures and (ii) increasing TWC, indicating a progressive increase in the contribution of smaller ice crystals below 500 \(\mu\)m to TWC.
- Ice crystals smaller than 100 \(\mu\)m typically account for less than 15\% of the total mass.
- The fraction of the mass contributed by large ice crystals is more variable. The relationship 1.5MMD_{eq} gives roughly the lower limit of the observed 85\%MD_{eq} when MMD_{eq} is lower than 1 mm. For example, for an MMD_{eq} value of 400 \(\mu\)m, the minimum 85\%MD_{eq} is close to 600 \(\mu\)m but maximum values were observed as large as 2 mm.
- When MMD_{eq} is less than 1 mm, 0.5MMD_{eq} is generally a good proxy for the estimation of the 15\%MD_{eq}, both in high IWC areas and also outside these areas. When MMD_{eq} is greater than 1 mm, 0.5MMD_{eq} overestimates the observed 15\%MD_{eq} values outside the high IWC areas.
- The 2MMD_{eq} is a better proxy for the 85\%MD_{eq} than the 1.5MMD_{eq} proposed by H03. The 1.5MMD_{eq} estimate will provide the lower limit of the values of the 85\%MD_{eq}.

These findings, using data from research flights targeting high IWC clouds, tend to support the idea that in most cases ice crystals in high IWC areas of MCS-type young convection are significantly smaller than in other parts of the cloud, and that this effect is amplified with decreasing temperature. However, flights 12 and 13 yielded quite different results. Most of the Darwin flights were made in classical early morning oceanic MCSs with a life cycle from initial growth to decay on the order of 6–12 h.
Flights 12 and 13 were the only flights to be performed in the same long-lasting quasi-stationary system, a tropical storm, and for these two flights, the concentrations of large ice particles were found to be higher than in all other clouds sampled at the same temperature level. MMDs mostly exceed 500 μm and even reached 2 mm. Moreover, in these flights MMD tended to increase with increasing TWC, the opposite trend found for the classical shorter-lived oceanic MCS. In spite of the larger MMDs observed, the pilot’s X-band radar (not shown here) indicated that reflectivity at flight level remained relatively low (green echoes or no echoes), not reaching a level of 30 dBZ that would typically result in a cautionary course change for avoidance. Thus, the data from these flights are still consistent with the scenario of high IWC/low radar reflectivity hypothesized by Mason et al. (2006) to be conducive to engine power-loss events. Unfortunately, these interesting and opposite MMD trends are based on only two flights, and it is hoped that further measurements of this type will be collected in future high IWC–dedicated field campaigns to statistically extend the present findings.

Flights 12 and 13 therefore suggest that different mechanisms could lead to the formation of high IWC areas. Our current hypothesis is that in strong updrafts with high supersaturation with respect to ice, nucleation processes will create large amounts of small ice, which could explain the trend of decreasing MMD with increasing TWC observed for most flights. In contrast, in weak but long-lasting updrafts with possibly lower supersaturation, growth of larger ice crystals, nucleated close to $-210^\circ$C, could be favored due to the longer available growth times, leading this time to an increase of the MMD with increasing TWC as observed for flights 12 and 13. Model simulations with detailed microphysics are needed to better understand different possible mechanisms of forming high IWC areas in tropical MCS.
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APPENDIX

Identification of Supercooled Liquid Water Droplets in the Dataset

As mentioned in section 2b(2), the occurrence of supercooled liquid water has been studied by combining the measurements from the CDP-2, 2D-S, and RICE instruments. Solely cases with CDP-2 concentration exceeding $10 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ were examined. Figures A1 and A2 present two examples from the HAIC/HIWC dataset illustrating the response of the different probes in liquid and glaciated conditions. For both figures, graphs are showing number concentrations as a function of time and size for the 2D-S (top left) and the CDP-2 (middle left), time series of the mean volume diameter (MVD) and total concentrations measured by the CDP-2.

FIG. A2. As in Fig. A1, but for instrumental responses in pure ice conditions.
(bottom left), mean 2D-S and CDP-2 particle size distributions (top right) for the respective data, time series of TWC from the IKP together with LWC estimated from CDP-2 (middle right), and vertical wind velocity with RICE (icing detector) probe raw frequency (bottom right).

In Fig. A1, the CDP-2 total concentration reaches values up to 50 cm$^{-3}$. Moreover, CDP-2 particle size distributions indicate that most of the particles are smaller than 30 μm. Similarly, the 2D-S measured only particles in the five first bins, from 10 to 50 μm. TWC from the IKP2 is low and of the same order of magnitude as the LWC estimated from the CDP-2 measurements. Finally, the frequency of the RICE probe is slightly changing, thus indicating ice accretion. Combining all this information leads to the conclusion that super-cooled liquid water has been encountered during this flight sequence of flight 3 performed at a mean temperature of −29.2°C. Therefore, this period has been removed from the analysis presented here.

In Fig. A2, the CDP-2 concentration slightly exceeds 10 cm$^{-3}$; however, particle sizes encompass the whole size range of the probe. Furthermore, the CDP-2 PSD is flat and the 2D PS confirms the presence of ice crystals at larger sizes. TWC from the IKP2 is more than an order of magnitude higher than the hypothetical LWC integrated from the CDP size spectra and also the RICE frequency stays almost constant. This behavior of the CDP-2 is a false response to ice crystals at negative temperatures (−37.3°C for Fig. A2).

Regarding the four periods selected in section 2b(2), the CDP-2 total concentration does not exceed 2 cm$^{-3}$ during the two high IWC areas selected in flight 13. For flight 16, total CDP concentration slightly exceeds 10 cm$^{-3}$ for both selected high IWC periods and indeed Fig. A2 corresponds to the second high IWC period of flight 16. The above-mentioned discussion of the graphs presented in Fig. A2 led to the conclusion that solely ice crystals were encountered during this period of flight. The first high IWC period of flight 16 presented in section 2b(2) is very similar to Fig. A2, thus also validating the absence of supercooled liquid water droplets during this period of flight.
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